ACCESSORY CATALOG

Ignition Coil Adapters

J
EETM306A03 COP-1 Ford
EETM306A04 COP-2 Chrysler
EETM306A05 CIC-2 Toyota
EETM306A06 CIC-1 GM
EETM306A07 COP-3 VW/Audi
EETM306A08 COP-4 Honda/Isuzu/Nissan
EETM306A09 COP-5 Volvo/BMW
EETM306A10 COP-6 Mercedes-Benz
EETM306A11 COP-7 Mercedes-Benz Dual
EETM306A12 COP-8 BMW
EETM306A13 COP-9 Lexus
EETM306A14 COP-11 Toyota/Chrysler
EETM306A14 COP-11 Chrysler, Jeep, Lexus, Toyota
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SIA2000 Secondary Ignition Adapter

K

EETA309A15
Distributorless Ignition Kit for waste spark and Direct Ignition
Systems. Direct Ignition Systems also require optional ignition
coil adapters.

Low Amp Current Probe

K

L

EETA308A
Low amp current probe based on the latest Hall-effect technology. Speciﬁcally designed for use with the Snap-on® Vantage®
power graphing meter and the MODISTM system. Allows for
accurate low amp circuit testing without intrusive wire probing
or need to disconnect the vehicle battery. Test parasitic draw,
ignition coils, injectors, fuel pumps, relays and electric motors
and more. Current range, 20A/40A AC Peak or DC. Working
voltage, 150V AC RMS or DC.

Split Lead Adapter

M

L

M

EEMS301A05
Required for the use of one or two optional pressure
transducers. Gives the MODISTM system the ability to display
up to two pressure measurements in scope mode and RPM
simultaneously.

Pressure/Vacuum Transducer
with Cable N

N

EEPV302AL 100 PSI
The pressure and vacuum transducers provide the signal for
real-time waveform displays of pressure/ vacuum readings
over various time bases in the MODISTM system scope mode.
Useful for fuel, transmission, power steering, ABS, hydraulics,
vacuum, AC and more. (Requires EEMS301A05 split lead
adapter.)

O

Pressure Transducers w/Cable
EEPV302AT 500 PSI (also available)
EEPV302AH 5000 PSI (also available)

Transducer Extension Cable

O

EAX0024B30A (6-foot cable)

Diagnostic Waveform Demonstrator
EESX306A

P

P
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On-line Training Courses
TRNPASSPORT

European Import Vehicle
Communication Kit for MODISTM

Quickly become a power user with these on-line courses.
Learn effective navigation, component testing and lab scope
use utilizing virtual diagnostic units. 24/7 access allows
training that ﬁts your schedule. For more information visit
www.snapontraining.com.
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EEMS320C03
Coverage of Audi, BMW, MINI, Mercedes-Benz, and
Volkswagen vehicles. Kit includes vehicle communication
software and adapter kit.

MODISTM Auxiliary Battery Pack

Interchangeable battery pack gives the MODISTM system
users the opportunity to keep a spare battery pack charged
up and at the ready.

Heavy Duty Vehicle
Communication Kit
EEMS301A04
Provides SAE J1708 and J1587 compliant electronic engine
control, ABS, transmission, instrument and emission system
coverage on class 4 – 8 vehicles on MODIS. Display live
parameter data readings, including trip data. Read and clear
diagnostic trouble codes.

Flat Extension Data Cable
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EEMS301A02
MODISTM auxiliary battery charging station with 110v
converter and power cord (battery sold separately.)
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Flat cable provides a clean and safe way to pass the ScannerTM
scan tool data cable from the engine compartment with
the hood closed for road tests with out damaging the cable
of the vehicle. For use on vehicles where the ECM module
connector is located inside the engine compartment.

MODISTM Soft Storage
/Carrying Case G
Store/transport your MODISTM and accessories. Compartment
for the MODISTM unit. Two large storage compartments for
cable sets. Four zippered compartments, two are translucent
for visibility. Stain resistant polyester. Comfortable handle
for mobility. Fits in bottom drawer of Snap-on® tool storage
units.
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Flexible Gas Analyzer (FGA)
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EEMS301A06

B

MT2500301
This short extension cable moves the weight of the OBD-II
adapter and Personality KeysTM vehicle ID system from
under the dash at the factory OBD-II connector to the ﬂoor
or console. Provides easier access to the Personality KeysTM
vehicle ID system and limits the possibility of the data cable
coming loose from the OBD-II connector during testing.
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MODISTM Auxiliary Battery Charging
F
Station

MT2500302

OBD-II Extension Cable

E

EEMS301A01

Snap-on® Rolling Diagnostic
Workstation for MODISTM H
EEKR303A
C

Bring all necessary diagnostic tools to the vehicle for
increased efﬁciency. Designed speciﬁcally for Snap-on®
Diagnostic Handheld Equipment. Hold the MODISTM system,
Snap-on® ScannersTM, Vantage® graphing multimeter,
MicroVAT electrical system tester, or other tools on the
ruggedized molded work top. Sturdy 2-drawer storage
space for adapters, cables, connectors, manuals, and
tools. Workstation slides conveniently into the KRL1018
or KRL7018 Snap-on® Docker Locker®.
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EEEA300AMO
Lightweight, ﬁve-gas analyzer features “go anywhere”
portability with its own rechargeable internal battery. Live
gas display with the MODISTM system includes CO, O2,
CO2, HC and NO, plus AFR, Lambda or GPM readings and
catalytic converter test. Heavy-duty sample handling system
with automatic water removal. Use your MODISTM to display
gas reading in both digital and graph mode, custom gas,
X/Y plotting and min/max information. Meets BAR 97 and
European OIML accuracy standards. Includes FGA module,
20’ sample hose and probe, power accessories,
120V to 12V power supply, RS232 cable.

MODIS Screen Guards

G

I

EAK0253B20A 5 Pack
Crystal clear poly screen guard securely adheres to the
screen without use of sticky adhesives. Screen savers
are easily applied/removed in seconds.

PCLinkTM

Gas Calibration Kit

EESP311A01

EAK0213L11A
Includes adapters, hoses and gauge.
Calibration gas not included.
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Wirelessly connects MODIS
to a PC for ﬁle viewing, saving,
printing and sharing. Includes
wireless 802.11b CompactFlash
adapter for MODIS.
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